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You are requested to read this section with full attention. 

The information shared in this whitepaper is not all-encompassing or 
comprehensive and does not in any way intend to create or put into 
implicit effect any elements of a contractual relationship. The primary 
purpose of this whitepaper is to provide potential Defi connect investors 
with pertinent information in order for them to thoroughly analyze the 
project and make an informed decision. 

Prior to your participation in the purchase of DFC coins, we strongly 
advocate a careful study of this whitepaper, all the documents associated 
with it, including the contract in relation to the purchase of the same. You 
may even engage the services of appropriate experts to help you with 
investment analysis. Certain statements, estimates and financial 
information featured in this whitepaper are forward-looking statements 
that are based on and take into consideration certain known and unknown 
contingencies which in eventuality may cause the estimated results or may 
differ factually and substantially from the featured estimates or results 
extrapolated or expressed in such forward-looking statement.
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We have also molded the generic block chain technology for specific use 
cases with a lightweight and easy-to-customize implementation. 
These, do not only involve blockchain technology ecosystem cryptocurrency 
social networking interaction. With our ability to create more transparency 
while saving business time and money, and giving them real value, our 
ecosystem is impacting a variety of sectors in ways only thought possible in 
literature.

Our ecosystem seamlessly absorbs entrepreneurs, social workers, and public 
servants looking to make a play in everything from social networking and 
banking, health all the way down to logistics.
Once you onboard DeFiConnect, you unlock a plethora of Real-world 
Applications of Defi into your living space. These use cases on our platform, 
have seen us develop real-world solutions in digital marketing, healthcare, 
transportation, logistics, and multilevel marketing.
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DIGITAL MARKETING
DeFiConnect is a business-to-consumer (B2C), as well as a business-to-
business (B2B) platform focused on serving various enterprises. DefiConnect 
also connects customers to their chosen service provider or product in real-
time. The digital space is full of business owners who are looking to expand 
their customer base. DeFiConnect has a system that will help achieve that 
seamlessly as we leverage on our already existing large pool of users as a 
target market for business people. 
We are signing up new businesses daily, expanding their client base, and 
growing their bottom line by increasing their access to market and 
streamlining functions, such as advertising and general operations. 

At the forefront of our digital marketing solutions and one of the very first of 
its kind in the world of online/Digital Marketing is the DFCtipping bot
This is a specially designed solution that helps to reward your every effort 
while on social media.
Also equipped with a  functionality that guarantees you more sales, visibilty 
and growth 10x the former figures, you surely cannot wrong in marketing 
your business with DFCTIPPER 

Visit  : https://tipper.deficonnect.tech/advertiser

DFCTIPPER
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Dubbed to become the paypal of cryptocurrency, DEFIPAY is one major 
product that is set to take the entire payment system by storm.
This  is a crypto Payment and exchange platform that allows you as a user 
(both merchant and individuals) to make and receive payments, and also 
buy and swap crypto for fiat.

By creating  a merchant account on DEFIPAY ,you can easily  incorporate a 
payment system to help you receive quick and fast payment in crypto on 
your e-commerce website without a 3rd party. And if you don’t own a 
website, all you need to do is send your merchant  link to an interested buyer 
for them to credit your wallet instantly.

It is that easy !

Visit : https://defipay.com

Creating real solutions that makes life better and easier is our goal hence, 
the lurking problem of sending and  receiving payments for goods and 
services in cryptocurrency gave rise to DEFIPAY, a solution in the payment 
sector

DEFIPAY 

FINANCE
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If making profit and huge returns on every investment sounds appealing to 
you, then our newly revamped TOKEN FARMING 2.0 which comes with 
various options for investment might just be your right pick.

We have upgraded from the previous platform which gives you just one 
planting option , into a variety of investment option with varieties of 
validity and maturity period.

With these new staking options, you can also choose to either stake with our 
native coin, or to use your regular stable coin and they all come with mouth 
watering returns at the end of your chosen period

Visit : https://deficonnect.tech/defifarm

/STAKING
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Crypto Exchanges:

LISTINGS
Latoken -> 2021
Bitmart -> 2021
Coinsbit -> 2021
Hotbit -> 2021
Pancakeswap -> 2021
Coinmarketcap -> 2021
Trust Wallet ->  2021
Coingecko ->  2021
Coinbase (view) ->  2021
Bitrue -> 2022

In line with our goal to become more accessible to the general public, 
in less than a year of  our existence DFC has been listed on eight (8) 
different world class exchanges including price monitoring platform 
Coingecko and coinmarketcap .

Visit https://deficonnect.tech/markets to view all in details.

That’s not all, after launching the very first tweet rewarding marketing 
solution, DFCTipper , we also went a step further to launch our own 
virtual gaming and NFT project called the DELTA 7.

All of these are coming at a time when the final blocks for our payment 
gateway, DEFIPAY was experiencing its final test phase.



DELTA 7 ->  2022
DFCTIPPER -> 2022
DEFIPAY ->2022
STAKING 2.0 -> 2022

Projects



YEAR 2022 ROADMAP

1. DFCTipper 2. Launchpad upgrade
complete

complete complete

complete

3. Exchanges
Listing (Bitrue)

4. DefiPay public
Launching

5. Liquidity farming6. Deficonnect
    Metaverse 

1. Metaverse Initial
   land offering(ILO)

2. Exchanges
    Listing

3. Defipay Multi wallet
mobile App

4. NFTs marketplace

1. Decentralized health
   insurance marketplace

2. Exchanges
Listing

2. Exchanges Listing 1. Decentralized health
   Information marketplace(Dehim)

5. Top Token Hub

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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CONCLUSION
Deficonnect is launched in the market with exceptional use cases and 
practical applications of the token. 
Its tokenomics, roadmap, daily profits, referral rewards, professional team, 
health insurance, transportation, logistics, and Finance will surely 
revolutionize the concept of Decentralized finance and the general 
cryptocurrency space. The project depth is limitless and its applications
will indeed soar within this cryptocurrency space.


